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Lab II 
Characterization of membrane properties using Current-Clamp 

 

In this lab we will use the same setup used for the previous lab. This time we will use a real preparation rather 
than a model-cell. We will use the Current-Clamp technique for characterizing neuronal cell membrane 
properties. 

Prepare the setup as learnt in the previous lab. 

The instructors will place a Petri dish with the preparation – a ganglion removed from an Aplysia (a sea snail), 
after desheeting. The ganglion is attached to the sylgard, the bottom layer of the dish, with miniature pins. 
Place the dish so the preparation will be in the middle of the visual field of the binocular. Use plasticine for 
stabilizing the dish to the table. 

Aplysia buccal ganglion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Prepare a few sharp electrodes with resistance of 10-20MΩ and fill them with the solution. Connect the 
electrodes to the two headstages (using the holder) and attach the Headstages to the Micro-Manipulators. 
Adjust the parts of the system so the two electrodes can be easily maneuvered to reach the dish and the 
preparation. 

Notice: ALL following stages in the lab should be done very cautiously and gently. DO NOT touch the table 
unless it is necessary, and handling of the manipulators should be done slowly and gently with extra attention. 
Lack of experience frequently leads to extra-gross control of manipulators and breaking of the 
microelectrodes, and there is no way to totally avoid it, so don’t be alarmed if you break an electrode.  

Bring the tip of the electrodes to the solution in the dish, make sure everything is connected and adjust the 
light intensity and direction. The lamps have an rotating knob to control the intensity of the illumination. 
Turning it more than ⅔ of a full turn will hopefully burn only the fuse, and with a little less attention and 
luck, will burn the lamp, so please avoid turning it more than this. 

You are ready to begin. Begin by adjusting the parameters of the system. Make sure you understand each step 
before you proceed to the next. 

1. Adjust the frequency of the trials to 1Hz. 
2. Adjust the input-offset. 
3. Start to inject current pulses of 1nA for 100 ms in each trial (Note the injected intensity depends on the 

headstage amplification, the scaling factor next to the Step Command button explains how to calculate 
it). 

4. Notice the voltage that is measured during the injection.  Why does this occur? 
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5. Use Ohm’s law to calculate the resistance of your electrode. 
6. Adjust the bridge. What is the bridge? Where did the voltage disappear to after correcting the 

bridge? 

7. Adjust the capacitance-neutralized.  What is this?  

Before you advance the electrode towards the cell, advance it towards the sylgard around it to exercise the 
usage of the manipulators. Make sure the second electrode is ready to be inserted into the cell, because once 
the first electrode is in the cell, you will not be able to touch the setup.  

Bring the tip of one electrode to the preparation and zoom-in gradually during this procedure. Make final 

adjustments to the system (input offset and bridge).  Why is this necessary again? 

Using 0.5 sec trials, inject 1nA currents with a relatively long duration. This is done in order to identify when 
the electrode reaches the membrane.  

Very slowly advance the tip of the electrode to the target cell you chose while and continuously checking if the 

tip has reached the cell and is touching the membrane.  How? 

Once the electrode touches the membrane of the cell stop advancing with manipulator. Press the BUZZ button 
(to inject large currents at high frequency that will vibrate the tip of the electrode). Check if the electrode 
penetrated the membrane. If not, try to improve its location relative to the preparation and try again. 

Congratulations, your electrode is now inside a neuron and you are measuring the membrane voltage. 

Take a deep breath while allowing the cell to rest from the traumatic penetration. 

Characterize the spontaneous properties: 
1. What is the resting potential of the cell membrane? 
2. In case spontaneous action-potentials appear, attend the following: 

a. Describe the dynamics in the voltage of cell membrane. 
b. Describe the firing pattern. 
c. What are the AP characteristics (amplitude, duration, threshold, etc.) 

3. Can you identify synaptic-potentials?  What is a synaptic potential? 
a. What types? 
b. Describe the firing pattern and characteristics. 

We will next start injecting current for characterizing the membrane properties. Make sure you know what 
you expect to see before actually proceeding to perform the next part of the experiment. 

Start with injecting NEGATIVE current into the cell in a rather slow rate (frequency of 0.3, 0.2 Hz). Inject for 
200 ms for each trial. Gradually change the intensity of the injected currents, beginning with small steps and 

then using steps that suit the properties of this specific cell.  Explain. 
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 Which of the below do you get? Which do you think is correct? Explain and correct if necessary. 

 

During the lab make a rough estimation of the input resistance and time constant and proceed to the next stage. 
 

 Answer the questions: 
1. What is the resistance of the cell membrane? 
2. What is the time constant (τ) of the cell membrane? (Calculate it both ways). 

Now inject positive currents. Is this what you see? 

 

 Explain what are the instantaneous and steady-state voltages. 

Now begin to change the value of the injected current in small steps, negative and positive. 

 Answer: 
1. What is the I-V curve in the instantaneous and steady-state?  
2. What do the values on the graph represent?  

a. Are they constant?  
b. In what ranges are they constant for each (instantaneous and steady-state). 
c. Explain your results 

Now check the excitability of the cell membrane. Gradually increase the injected current until you produce 
action-potentials. 

 Answer: 
1. What is the threshold voltage for AP? 
2. What are the AP characteristics (amplitude, duration, threshold, etc.) 

We will learn more about the APs with two electrodes. 
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Until now we were just warming up. The real challenge is to insert a 2nd electrode to the same cell. 

Repeat the steps as you did with the first electrode until you succeed to penetrate a cell. 

 How can you be sure they are in the same cell? 

Now we inject the current with electrode 2 and measure the voltage with electrode 1. 

 Do we need to re-adjust the bridge? Explain. 

 Repeat the measurements you did with one electrode, do you get the same results? Explain. 

Now, let’s learn more about the excitability properties of the cell: Stimulate for 500 ms with low current, and 
gradually increase the current. Create a chart of the number of spikes as a function of the current intensity. 

 Answer: 
1. What is the proportion between the current intensity to the number of spikes during stimulation? 
2. Is there accommodation? If so, try to explain it based on the membrane properties you found. 

Refractory period 
You are now going to stimulate with two consecutive stimulations, using different intensities. Both 
stimulations will be short, 20 ms each. The first stimulation is called conditioning stimulus, which will have a 
fixed current intensity, and the second stimulus is called testing stimulus, which will have alternating current 
intensity. Decide what the intensity of the conditioned stimulus is so you will be sure to get a spike as a result 
of this stimulation. Ask an instructor to show you how to produce the second stimulus with a different 
intensity. Control and change the interval between the stimuli and the intensity of the second stimulus and 
prepare a chart that shows the minimal time interval between spikes as a function of the intensity of the 
testing stimulus. 

 Answer: 
1. Describe the absolute and relative refractory period of the cell. 
2. Describe the testing spike and explain. 

Mini project: 
1. What is the hyperpolarization phase of the Action-potential? 
2. Measure the reversal-potential of the hyperpolarization. 


